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Reminders

The **datatypes** used in **contracts**:

- image
- number
- string
- boolean
- list
- function

The **Intermediate Steps** for map, apply, and repeated:

; map : function list -> list

(map f (list a b c ...))
=> (list (f a) (f b) (f c) ...)

; map : function list list -> list

(map f (list a b c ...)
  (list x y z ...))
=> (list (f a x) (f b y) (f c z) ...)

; apply : function list -> any

(apply f (list a b c ...))
=> (f a b c ...)

; repeated : function any number -> list

(repeated f a n)
=> (list a (f a) (f (f a)) ...); with n elements.
Question 1. [6 marks]

Part (a) [3 marks]
Convert the number 104 into its binary representation, showing your work.

Part (b) [3 marks]
The number 4203 has the binary representation: 1000001101011.
Use that fact to determine the binary representations of:

- 8406
- 4202
- 2101

Include a brief explanation or demonstration of how you used the representation of 4203 to produce the representations of the other three numbers.
Question 2. [9 marks]
Read the following definition of a function T:

(define (T n)
  (cond [ (= n 0) (triangle 10 "solid" "black")]
       [else (above (T (- n 1))
                   (flip-vertical
                    (beside (T (- n 1))
                   (T (- n 1)))))]))

Part (a) [3 marks] Draw the values of (T 0) and (T 1):

Part (b) [2 marks]
Complete this design check-expect, using “(T 1)” [do not draw anything]:

(check-expect (T 2)

Part (c) [4 marks] Draw the values of (T 2) and (T 3):
Question 3. [6 marks]
Read the definition of function T-count, which produces the number of triangles used to produce the result of the function T from Question 2.

; T-count : number -> number
(define (T-count n)
  (cond [(= n 0) 1]
        [else (+ (T-count (- n 1))
                  (T-count (- n 1))
                  (T-count (- n 1)))]))

Part (a) [3 marks]
Briefly explain why T-count takes a very long time to calculate (T-count 100).

Part (b) [3 marks]
Suggest a small change in the [else ...] clause of the body of T-count, that is still recursive [it must use (T-count (- n 1)) at least once], but produces the same result in much less time. 
Briefly explain why your change allows (T-count 100) to produce its result quickly.
Question 4. [15 marks]

Part (a) [1 mark] Read the following definition of a function \( C \).

Fill in the contract for \( C \).

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
; C : & \to \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{(define (C n)} \\
\quad \text{(circle (* 10 (+ 2 n)) "outline" "black"))}
\end{array}
\]

Part (b) [2 marks]

Show at least one intermediate step, and the final result value, for the following expression:

\[
(C \ -1)
\]

Part (c) [3 marks] Read the following definition of a function \( \text{next} \).

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
; \text{next} : & \text{list-of-two-numbers} \to \text{list-of-two-numbers} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{(define (next pair)} \\
\quad \text{(list (- (first pair))} \\
\quad \quad \text{(+ (second pair) (first pair) 1)))}
\end{array}
\]

For each of the following expressions, show at least one intermediate step, and the final result value:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{(next (list \ -1 \ 1))} \\
\text{(next (list \ 1 \ 1))}
\end{array}
\]
Part (d)  [5 marks]
Show [at least] the intermediate step for \texttt{repeated} [according to the step for \texttt{repeated} listed on the second page of this exam], and the final result value, for the following expression:

\[(\texttt{repeated} \texttt{next} \texttt{(list -1 1)} 5)\]

Part (e)  [4 marks] Read the following definition of a function \texttt{draw}.

\[
; \texttt{draw} : \texttt{list-of-two-numbers} \rightarrow \texttt{image} \\
(\texttt{define} (\texttt{draw} \texttt{pair}) \\
(\texttt{beside} (\texttt{C} (\texttt{first} \texttt{pair})) \\
(\texttt{C} (\texttt{second} \texttt{pair}))))
\]

Show [at least] the intermediate step for \texttt{map} [according to the step for \texttt{map} listed on the second page of this exam], and the final result value, for the following expression.
You may use your final result value from Part (d) of this question.

\[(\texttt{map} \texttt{draw} \texttt{(repeated} \texttt{next} \texttt{(list -1 1)} 5))\]
Question 5. [13 marks]
Read the following check-expects documenting two functions prepend-0 and prepend-1:

(check-expect (prepend-0 "101") "0101") ; Puts a zero at the beginning.
(check-expect (prepend-0 "001") "0001") ; Puts a zero at the beginning.

(check-expect (prepend-1 "101") "1101") ; Puts a one at the beginning.
(check-expect (prepend-1 "001") "1001") ; Puts a one at the beginning.

Part (a) [4 marks]
Define the two functions prepend-0 and prepend-1, including their contracts.

Part (b) [4 marks]
Consider the following check-expects documenting a function count:

(check-expect (count 1) (list ""))
(check-expect (count 2) (list "0" "1"))
(check-expect (count 4) (list "00" "01" "10" "11"))
(check-expect (count 8) (list "000" "001" "010" "011" "100" "101" "110" "111"))

Complete the following as a design check-expect by using (count 4), and the functions prepend-0 and prepend-1, to produce the the list for (count 8) documented above.

(check-expect (count 8)
Part (c) [5 marks]
Define the function count, including its contract.
You can assume the input is a power of 2.

; count : ->

; For a number n that is a power of 2 [for example: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ...],
; produce a list of strings with the binary representations of 0, 1, 2, ..., n-1.

(define (count n)

Question 6. [4 marks]
Recall the the built-in function explode that takes a string and produces a list of each character from it.

; explode : string -> list-of-strings

(check-expect (explode "It isn’t?") (list "I" "t" " " "i" "s" "n" "t" "?"))

Read this documentation check-expect and contract for a function string-reverse to reverse a string.

(check-expect (string-reverse "It isn’t") "t’nsi tI")

; string-reverse : string -> string

Use explode to help you complete the definition of the function string-reverse:

(define (string-reverse a-string)
Question 7. [8 marks]

Part (a) [4 marks] Complete the definition of function q?.

; q? : string string number -> boolean
;
; Produce #true if the length of ‘string-0’ is less than the length of ‘string-1’,
; or the length of ‘string-1’ is more than ‘n’ [otherwise produce #false].

(define (q? string-0 string-1 n)

Part (b) [4 marks] Write the definition of function p?.

; p? : image image -> boolean
;
; Produce #true if the width and height of the first image are both less than the
; width and height of the second image [otherwise produce #false].
Question 8. [12 marks]

Part (a) [6 marks] Read the following definition of a function R:

(define (R LoL)
  (cond [[list? LoL] (reverse (map R LoL))]
        [else LoL]))

Show the final result value of the following expression:

(R 1)

For the following expression, show [at least] each intermediate step before and after a map is performed, and show the value of the final result:

(R (list 3 4))

For the following expression, show [at least] each intermediate step before and after a map is performed, and show the value of the final result.
If a step uses (R (list 3 4)) you do not need to show the steps for (R (list 3 4)) again.

(R (list 1 2 (list 3 4)))
Part (b) [6 marks] Read the following definition of a function F:

\[
\text{(define (F LoL)} \\
\quad \text{(cond [(list? LoL) (reverse (apply append (map F LoL)))])} \\
\qquad \text{[else (list LoL)])}}
\]

Show the final result value of the following expression:

\[(F 1)\]

For the following expression, show [at least] each intermediate step before and after a map or apply is performed, and show the value of the final result:

\[(F (list 3 4))\]

For the following expression, show [at least] each intermediate step before and after a map or apply is performed, and show the value of the final result.

If a step uses \[(F (list 3 4))\], you do not need to show the steps for \[(F (list 3 4))\] again.

\[(F (list 1 2 (list 3 4)))\]
Question 9. [8 marks]

Part (a) [4 marks] Show the result value for each of these expressions:

(filter list? (list (list 1 2 3) 4 (list (list 5) 6) 7 8 (list 9 10)))

(length (filter list? (list (list 1 2 3) 4 (list (list 5) 6) 7 8 (list 9 10))))

Part (b) [4 marks] Show the intermediate steps and final result value for each of these expressions:

(map rest (list (list 1 2 3 4) (list 5 6) (list 7 8 9)))

(map +
   (list 1 2 3)
   (list 4 5 6))
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